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journeys, however long and often, always pale when measured

against the amazing deeds and exciting adventures of the greatest

traveler who ever set out for far places.Nevertheless, all these are

unimportant, compared with the conveniences it provides. 2. 变化

：Although women`s status has changed considerably, their

complete liberation is far from being realized.He had altered a great

deal himself.3. 标志着：The founding of the Peoples Republic of

China marked the beginning of the historical period of socialism in

our country.The opening of the new factory marked an important

stage in the company`s development.4. 表示：We wish to convey to

you our hearty congratulations.The government has indicated that it

intends to cut taxes.5. 表现：He is doing well in his work.She

displayed great self-control when they told her the news.6. 采取

：People in every field should take common action to plant more

trees and flowers so as to improve our living conditions.If we want to

have a bright future, we have to take measures now.7. 产生：Racial

inequality engenders conflict. (cause, give rise to, lead to, produce,

result in)8. 成为：What makes the world develop so fast, become so

civilized and so modern?A rather skinny, spotty adolescent had

turned into a confident presentable young man.9. 出现：During

rush hours, thousands of bicycles appear on the narrow streets.With

many family tutors emerging, more and more families want to have



at least one tutor.10. 处理：They deal with problems in their family

life together.The dockers refused to handle South African

imports.11. 促使：The fact that those children, due to lack of

money, are deprived of the opportunity of learning makes us admit

the power of money.The demands of modern society spur us on to

study diligently.12. 打：A student must treasure his time and absorb

as much knowledge as he can to lay a solid foundation for his future

career.I`ve made a first draft of my speech13. 打算：People tend to

put on weight after giving up cigarettes because they turn to snacks as

a substitute.He intends to be a teacher. (plan, is determined to,

resolve to)14. 得： Looking back on the old saying: no pains, no

gains, we may get benefits from it and become aware of the deep

meaning in it.Are you familiar with Song Chunli, a middle-aged

actress who has won many prizes in China?15. 等于：They don`t

realize that wasting time is equal to wasting a part of their valuable

life.His reply amounts to a refusal. 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考
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